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EYE OF THE STORM

I

n boom times, some people think
only of enjoying their good fortune,
while others will make preparations
for bad times they believe will
follow. In the tough times, some fold
and fail, while others fight to keep
going.
This dichotomy was graphically illustrated
in the latest edition of SA Commercial
Property News, which published a
feature showcasing enormous property
developments, some in the pipeline for
several years, now coming on line with
contracts worth billions, in Cape Town’s
CBD.
This might be seen by pessimists as
unwise in the climate of uncertainty that
prevails in the South African economy.
Others might say that a ‘business as usual’
attitude could help pull the country out of
the tailspin.
Then there are those who might believe
that the projects represent the eye of the
storm – the calm centre surrounded by
turmoil that may engulf them. Projects
that have come so far for so long, there’s
no going back. How they fare will depend
on the strength of the market they are
intended to attract and the quality of the
research that preceded them. Not least
is a need for a return to stability that will
allow them to endure.
Whatever they may be, the projects
represent a counter-argument to the
belief that all is lost. They are a loud and
expensive shout out for the durability of
South Africa, its industries, markets and
importantly, its investors.
The publication showcased Cape Town’s
wave of property developments in
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the face of some property analysts’
concerns about the commercial property
vacancy rate, saying the sector has been
struggling to regain its former ‘boom time
glory’ of more than a decade ago.
The feature applauds that in the current
crisis, some property developers opted
to streamline, and restructure, rather
than follow other construction giants
into business rescue. By adjusting their
business models, ensuring market
agility and in some cases reinventing
themselves, forward-thinking property
developers were able to profitably and
sustainably weather the storm, the
magazine reports.
Would that we could also report similarly
agile responses from our politicians, bureaucrats and custodians of public sector
governance!
Featured among others in the publication’s major story, is the Amdec Group’s
R14 billion Harbour Arch, the first phase
of which is scheduled to start shortly. A
mixed-use precinct, the 5,8 hectare Harbour Arch is reported to comprise
six individual tower blocks and
200 000 m2 of space for residential,
retail and office use.
Eight of the 31 developments in the
pipeline at the end of 2018, are currently
under construction (or have been completed in 2019), 11 are in the planning
stage and 12 are still proposals according
to the story.
Sounds like progress.

John
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MASTER BUILDERS SOUTH AFRICA
Roy Mnisi - Executive Director

Minister Nzimande

MBA News

CETA Administration will not affect Employers
Following calls for an urgent meeting with the Minister
of Higher Education, Science and Technology, Master
Builders South Africa met with Minister Blade Nzimande
to secure an assurance that his decision would not affect
learners on programmes supported by the CETA.
In the candid meeting between the Minister and the
Chairperson of Master Builders’ Education, Training and
Transformation Committee, Ms Vikashnee Harbhajan,
the Minister provided assurances that the decision (to
place the CETA under administration) had not been taken
lightly.
This had been informed by severe allegations of irregular
salary adjustments, pension fund contributions, and
undue influence by the Chairperson in the appointment
of service providers, which the CETA Board failed to
respond to.
The allegations were raised during the appearances
of Ms Sonja Pilusa (previous CEO) and Mr Raymond
Cele (Board Chairperson) before the Parliamentary
Portfolio Committee on Higher Education, Science and
Technology. These and other matters had resulted in a
strike action by CETA employees, which severely affected
the body’s operations.
The Minister reported that he also considered complaints
raised against the CETA regarding delays in payments of
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bursaries, stipends and administration fees to learners
and employers. Considering these allegations and
the Portfolio Committee’s recommendation to act,
he felt compelled to dissolve the Board and appoint
an administrator to stabilise the organisation and
investigate the allegations.
In her response, Ms Harbhajan highlighted ongoing
challenges faced by employers when implementing
CETA programmes. She requested the Minister to provide
stability to the organisation and to clear the backlog
of outstanding payments for bursaries, stipends and
administration fees. This would ease the burden on
employers and ensure that learners were not affected by
his decision.
The Minister assured Master Builders that all immediate
outstanding matters would be cleared to ensure the
continuation of learning programmes.
Jointly, the parties agreed that a forensic investigation
should be commissioned to identify and raise criminal
charges against individuals who were involved in
wrongdoing.
It was also agreed that the Department would ensure
more involvement of employers in establishing systems
and structures that will address ongoing problems at
the CETA. g
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SONA: Construction Industry Needs
Less Talk, More Action

C

Industry News

onstruction industry cannot live on plans
alone. At this year’s State of the Nation address
(SONA), President Ramaphosa once again
emphasised the need to shift state expenditure
from debt servicing to infrastructure and other forms of
productive activity likely to create growth and jobs.
He also announced that the funding available for infrastructure had ballooned from R100 billion to R700 billion.
But, says Mohau Mphomela, Executive Director, Master
Builders Association (MBA) North, these plans are not
translating into projects with sufficient rapidity.
“For the past three years, the President has used SONA to
announce the need to revitalise the economy and the key
role that infrastructure will play in that process. Although
there has been a series of consultation between the construction industry and government, few tangible projects
have resulted,” he says. “The fact is that the past three years
has seen several of our leading construction firms going
into business rescue or going out of business entirely: big
infrastructure plans are not translating into work for the
construction industry.”
Group Five, Basil Read, NMC Construction, Esor and the
Liviero Group are just some of the big names who have
had to file for business rescue or declare bankruptcy in last
few years. These companies in turn support a wide range
of smaller contractors which collaborate with them on
massive projects. These sub-contractors not only employ
thousands of people, they also represent the next generation of empowered businesses.

“Creating jobs, especially for our youth, is a burning priority for government, and construction offers one of the most
reliable and direct ways of doing that. Government needs
to find ways of translating its ambitious infrastructure
plans into actual projects. Since SONA 2019, the Infrastructure Fund implementation team has got no further than
finalising a ‘list of shovel-ready projects and has begun
work to expand private investment into public infrastructure sectors with revenue streams’, to quote the President,”
Mphomela says. “With all due respect, this glacial pace is
simply not good enough. The industry is tottering.”
Another worrying development is the fact that CETA, the
body responsible for administering the funds contributed
by the industry towards training, is under administration
for the second time in 10 years. This means that the industry is not upskilling its people as efficiently and quickly as
required for today’s advanced construction techniques.
“The President and his team are doing a great job in raising
the investment to fund the infrastructure we need to put
in place, but now they need to speed up the implementation,” he concludes. “I think I speak for the whole industry
when I say that we are committed to working with government to get these projects completed, but we must
emphasise that the clock is ticking for us. We need action,
and soon.” g

For example, according to the IDC, the construction sector
has shed some 142 000 jobs and its employment figures
are at a four-year low. MBA North points out that as one of
the foundational industries of any economy, the construction industry has a significant multiplier effect on the
economy as a whole. For example, in the United States, for
every 100 direct jobs, the industry supports a further 226
indirect jobs – the same sort of ratio is likely to hold for
South Africa.
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Arresting Mafia Gangs Is The First Step To
Reviving The Construction Industry
Basil Read, Liviero, NMC and Essor Construction have
closed operations, while many of the remaining ones have
reported financial difficulties. Sluggish economic growth,
a decline in government infrastructure spending, late
payment of contractors by the state and the lack of capacity
“We are pleased with the commitment to arrest criminal to undertake public projects with approved budgets have
gangs that disrupt work on construction sites. It is a form of been recorded as other leading causes of the problem.
anarchy that has no place in any progressive society”, said
John Matthews of Master Builders South Africa.
Minister Mboweni partly addressed these issues in his 2020
Budget Speech, announcing a government commitment
In his 2020 Budget Speech, Minister Tito Mboweni called of R10 billion towards the R200 billion blended finance
on communities to expose those behind high jacking infrastructure programme by the Development Bank of
of construction sites in the form of radical economic South Africa (DBSA). While acknowledging the capacity
transformation. This followed President Ramaphosa’s challenge, little was said on how the problem would be
2020 State of the Nation Address announcement that addressed to ensure that bottlenecks in funding and
the growing problem of extortionist criminal groups that implementation of public infrastructure projects would be
target construction sites would be dealt with by specialised cleared.
units of the SA Police Service and the National Prosecuting
Authority.
Matthews said that contractors expected to see more firm
“It is the first step that will provide immediate relief to commitments towards additional infrastructure spending
contractors who have construction sites in limbo, and as the foundation on which the Minister would build his
we most welcome the commitment. We will be following plan to increase the growth rate to above 1%. “Construction
up with the SA Police Service on how to prevent further has a large multiplier effect and produces essential
economic infrastructure for further economic activity, so
disruptions”, said Matthews.
we definitely expected to see more spending on this and
However, he bemoaned that the infrastructure spending concrete measures to address capacity problems that are
figures including the R700b mentioned by the President obstructing implementation of projects” he said.
in the SONA, were not accompanied by requisite spending
plans, while contractors had ‘cranes waiting’ for roll-out “We remain optimistic that the industry will start growing
of the announced programmes. The Minister’s speech again and continue to transform, and we are happy that the
had provided figures but was thin on measures to ensure government is taking steps in the right direction”.
effective spending that would provide long-term relief to
Master Builders South Africa (MBSA) is a Federation of
the industry which was in distress, he said.
registered employer Associations representing contractors
Site invasions by armed extortionist groups have been and employers in the construction industry and is regulated
cited as one of the leading causes of the decline in in terms of Section 107 of the Labour Relations Act 66 of
construction activity in the country, causing company 1995. The aFederation’s nine Master Builders Associations,
closures and loss of employment. In only the last 3 years, and three Affiliate Associations represent more than 3500
several large construction companies such as Group 5, contractors and employers in the industry. g
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Industry News

T

he Minister of Finance’s pronouncements on
measures to revive the construction economy
have been welcomed as a step in the right
direction by the building industry.

PPC’s Dikagong Addresses South Africa’s
Home Development Knowledge Gap

Industry News

O

ver the past 127 years both PPC and South
Africans have worked in unison to fulfil our
home development ambitions. PPC has
evolved its customer engagement efforts
to include edutainment that takes place in a fictional
city in South Africa called Dikagong. In doing so we
strive to empower communities to experience a better
quality of life while adding sustainable value.

are working to ensure we provide the education, knowledge and support to secure this.”

Recognising that ordinary South Africans need far more
support in home building than they are currently receiving, Dikagong advocates conversations around quality
home building. The 13-part radio drama series uses dialogue that reflects and addresses South African’s everyday
building concerns as they work to improve their streets
and communities.

About PPC Ltd
PPC is an iconic material and solutions provider of quality
and consistent cement, aggregates, metallurgical-grade
lime, burnt dolomite, limestone, ready-mix and fly ash.
We also provide technical support to our customers. PPC’s
story stretches back over 127 years to where we were first
incorporated on the outskirts of Pretoria in 1892.

“As the leading supplier of cement related products in
southern Africa, we actively seek to create sustainable
value that makes a real difference to everyone. Our South
African communities are at the core of this commitment.
Therefore, by using Dikagong we aim to ensure that all
South Africans, irrespective of their socio-economic status,
get the best education and expert guidance that relates to
building quality, durable homes,” explains Njombo Lekula,
Managing Director at PPC RSA Cement.

As the first cement plant in South Africa, we have established ourselves as a resilient organisation by adapting to
ever-changing economic, operating and political environments.

With the right support in building quality, durable structures in short supply, Dikagong enables the country to see
themselves in each of the characters as they follow the tale
of MaPPC and his no-nonsense mother Mme Moagi She,
like all of us, want only the best materials when building
our dream homes. Dikagong, under the guidance of Ntate
Mothusi, the village hardware store owner, takes the nation on a journey as they learn about building long lasting
homes that will stand the test of time.
“Our people are committed to realising their home development dreams,” continues Lekula. “We know that together we are stronger and by working together with South
Africans, we ensure that quality, strength and pride remain
a consistent feature in the building of all our homes. PPC
recognises that we are destined to have a country with durable, dignified homes that are built for all families and we
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To follow the story join Dikagong on Thursdays at 17:35
with repeats on Saturdays between 06:00 and 09:00 on a
community radio station near you. Visit https://ppc.africa/
za/ppc-dikagong or follow PPC on Twitter @PPCisCement,
like us on www.facebook.com/PPC for more information.

This Sub-Saharan brand continues to grow beyond South
African borders into Botswana, Zimbabwe, Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda and Ethiopia where our footmark
extends. We are proud to be a leading provider of quality
building materials and solutions to empower people to
experience a better quality of life. g

Njombo Lekula
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ISO 20887 Sustains Buildings and Civil
Engineering Works

C

ontributing nearly 40 % of global CO 2
emissions from energy, the building sector has
enormous potential to clean up our world. A
new International Standard helps the industry
do just that by optimising how buildings are used
as well as effectively reusing and recycling their
components when their time is finally up.
ISO 20887, Sustainability in buildings and civil engineering
works – Design for disassembly and adaptability – Principles, requirements and guidance, helps owners, architects,
engineers and any other party involved in the life cycle of
a building to improve its sustainability, saving time and
resources along the way.

The result is reduced carbon emissions through optimal
use of the building, lower costs through longer lifespan
and better use of resources, and less waste going into
landfill.
Philippe Osset, Chair of the ISO subcommittee that developed the standard, said users get the most benefit from
disassembly and adaptability guidance if they consider its
integration into the very early stages of the building works
project.
“This will help them obtain the full potential value of a
building throughout its life cycle, from repairs and refurbishments to the reuse, recycling and appropriate disposal

We are
HANDS-ON
CONCRETE
Since 1958 we have
been developing and
producing world-class
products for YOU

“What’s more, this approach is exactly what supports the
circular economy, thus contributing to a more sustainable world.”
In that sense, the new standard also contributes directly
to the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goal 11
on sustainable cities and communities.
ISO 20887 was developed by ISO technical committee
ISO/TC 59, Buildings and civil engineering works, subcommittee SC 17, Sustainability in buildings and civil
engineering works, the secretariat of which is held by
AFNOR, ISO’s member for France. It can be purchased by
your national ISO member or through the ISO Store.
About ISO
ISO is an independent, non-governmental international
organisation with a membership of 164 national standards bodies.
Through its members, it brings together experts to share
knowledge and develop voluntary, consensus-based,
market relevant International Standards that support innovation and provide solutions to global challenges.
ISO has published 23 010 International Standards and
related documents, covering almost every industry, from
technology, to food safety, to agriculture and healthcare.
ISO International Standards impact everyone,
everywhere. g
USE ONLY
QUALITY PROVEN
PRODUCTS FOR
THE BEST RESULTS:
• Bonding Agents
•
•
•
•

Chemical Anchors
Concrete Bonding
Concrete Crack Repairs
Concrete Floor Hardeners

• Concrete Floor Repairs
• Concrete Repair Mortars
• Curing Compounds
• Epoxy Adhesives
• Epoxy Grout
• Floor Coatings
• Joint Sealants
• Non Shrink Grouts
• Pre Cast Repairs

Reap the benefits and get
YOUR hands on OUR products:
• Tel: + 27 11 822 2320
• Fax: + 27 11 822 2354
• e-mail: cindy@ashak.co.za
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• Wall Coatings
• Water Proofing
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It assists users in two ways: by extending the building’s
life through effective adaptability that makes it suitable
for another use; and by optimising its resources at the end
of life through effective disassembly, reuse, recycling and
disposal of its various materials.

of its components when it is no longer able to be used,”
he said.

Heavy Earth Moving Equipment
Ideally Suited To Construction

K

ey to construction projects spanning the
full range of sizes (from domestic to heavy
industrial) is heavy equipment. The range
of description applying to earth moving
equipment covers a huge sector of machines that
excavate and grade soil and rock. These also serve to
increase the pace of earth work, materials handling,
demolition and construction.

Construction Equipment

Vital to construction projects, these heavy construction

Backhoe Loaders
These machines look like farm tractors, comprising a front
adjustable shovel and a back digging bucket. Mediumsized and suitable for small to medium jobs, they can
operate in tight spaces. Backhoe loaders place pipes, dig
holes and trenches, backfill excavations and move dirt. Ideally suited to urban areas where they can be wheel driven,
their back buckets can be altered to dig trenches.
Bulldozers
Considered by many to be the most strong and
dependable machines in the construction sector,
bulldozers shift dirt along large areas of land, as
well as rough or fine grading, and in certain cases
crushing boulders. Their front blades are wide and
flat, operated by hydraulic pistons which adjust the
blades to different angles and depths.
Skid-Steer Loaders
Versatile, these loaders are compact and able to
circulate in their own footprint. Similar to a tank,
they are suited for confined space work or in regions
where work has been completed. They are driven by
wheels which lessen soil compacting and disruption
to completed areas, with excellent traction in snow
and mud. The loaders come in different sizes and
can be fitted with different addons for digging, drilling, compacting, log grappling, snow blowing and
jack-hammering.

Feller Buncher
machines serve a variety of purposes and have many functions. Let’s take a look at the most important machines for
major construction projects.
Excavators
Driven by tracks or
wheels, excavators are
substantial in size, and
usually have a 360-degree rotating long bucket arm connected to a
pivoting cab. Ensuring a
360-degree line of sight,
the operator is positioned in the cab. These
machines have added
fit for purpose qualities,
can be modified with
specific attachments for
jobs, and are used for
river dredging, mining,
heavy lifting and pipe
installation, rough grading, demolition, brush
cutting, excavating
trenches and materials
handling.

8

Motor Graders
These move small tranches of dirt and are used for
fine grading, gravel roads and preparing road bases
prior to asphalt placement, with an adjustable blade that
can create a flat surface. Motor graders may be fitted with
a second blade in the front axle for mining operations. Also
used to make surfaces and drainage ditches with shallow
V-shaped cross sections.

Excavator
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Feller Bunchers
Feller Bunchers are tree cutting and removing heavy equipment. Without felling, they cut and grab trees, gathering
them in one location for loaders and dump trucks to remove
them.

Backhoe Loader
Crawler Loaders
A blend of a bucket loader and an excavator, it has tracks for
stability and its bucket is suitable for transporting soil and
loading material onto vehicles. These machines can be used
for small excavations.

Scrapers
These transport material at a rapid pace around a construction project, and dig and level big land areas. Designed
mostly for open areas, scarpers are big machines running
at high speeds for cut and fill operations. Their sizes range
from large (motor scrapers) to small (pull scrapers).

Pile Driving Equipment
More heavy-duty equipment used for construction sites
and areas, specifically for pile foundation procedures. These
equipment components lift piles and hold them in the
required position, then drives them into the ground at the
necessary depth.
Diverse pile driving machines, falling under the banner of
pile driving equipment, consist of Piling Rigs, Piling Hammers and Hammer Guides. In all cases, piles are inserted into
the ground by repeatedly hammering the pile top, either by
dropping or hydraulic methods. g

Dump Trucks
Highly useful on construction sites, these machines have
the vital function of moving and dumping material that
weighs a ton. Dump Trucks are suitable for use on roads
and so can transport material to and from site, consisting
of a range of sizes depending on the job needs (small with
dump beds to extra-large ones for mining.)
Tower Cranes
These fixed cranes hoist material for use in construction
structures at height, and can lift heavy components such
as concrete blocks, steel trusses and frames to the desired
height. Tower cranes comprise the mast (vertical supporting tower), jib (operating arm of crane), counter jib (rear
counter weight carrying arm) and an operator cabin from
which to operate the crane.
Paver
Operating in the construction of roads to lay equipment,
these have a feeding bucket into which asphalt is loaded
nonstop by the dump truck. After the paver evenly spreads
the asphalt on the road surface with a degree of compaction, a roller finishes the required compaction.
Compactors
These compact the material / earth surface, and come
in three different types. Smooth wheel rollers compact
shallow layers, sheep-foot rollers compact deep layers and
pneumatic tyred rollers compact fine materials.
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Trenchers
These dig trenches for piping and cabling, and comprise
multiple sizes, from large trenching machines that can cut
into asphalt pavement and other hard surfaces, to small
walk-behind versions. Trenchers have a conveyer feature
to transport the excavated dirt to the adjacent ground. Attaching certain digging implements depends on the trench
depth and evacuated material.

Bulldozer

Product News

Rocla Equipment Shelter

Versatile Precast Concrete Equipment Shelters

R

ailway signalling units, batteries and
equipment for cell phone towers, security
surveillance electronics, photovoltaic and wind
farms and other high-value support and backup equipment are often the target of theft or damage
due to their accessibility. The risk of theft is easily
reduced by the installation of Equipment Shelters from
Rocla, South Africa’s leading precast concrete designer
and manufacturer.

or the roof is also reduced due to the use of a very high
steel content in the manufacture of the units.

Rocla, has in the past, partnered with entities such as
Transnet and South African Railways (SAR) to provide
custom-designed precast concrete security units to house
all the equipment that is required to control the signalling
units. These units are placed alongside the railway track
next to the signal units.

The Equipment Shelter is a cost-effective and reliable
solution that can be applied across a multitude of
industries, and manufactured to specifically meet
customer’s requirements.

The precast concrete Equipment Shelter is a durable
concrete structure that can be custom-designed to meet
the client’s requirements. The concrete structure is able to
withstand rigorous attempted break-ins that typical brick
and mortar solutions are vulnerable to.
The design team at Rocla ensured that the unit design
was practical for handling and transportation, yet strong
enough to deter possible break-in attempts. Replacement
costs of sensitive equipment is incredibly high, and the
Equipment Shelter is a seriously solid solution to reduce
tampering, theft and damage.
Cast in one complete structure, with a cast-in base, and
thick high strength walls, makes the Equipment Shelter
virtually impenetrable. Damage to or entry through walls
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Each unit has two holes on either side for handling and
installation, a specialised heavy-duty door and sufficient
space inside for equipment and movement. These
holes will also provide sufficient ventilation, while still
maintaining the security of the unit, for equipment housed
inside.

Rocla has an extensive network of factories throughout
South Africa, Namibia and Botswana. We are also able to
design and manufacture special products at customer
requests. This is made possible through our technical
expertise and quality controls we have in place after 100
years of experience in the Precast Concrete field.
Rocla has developed the mobile plant concept, which
involves the manufacture of products on site in order to
minimise transport costs. Although the products are not
manufactured in the “factory environment”, the attention
to quality is not neglected. The SABS guidelines to product
quality and manufacture are adhered to, and where
possible, the “Standardisation Mark” will be applied to the
products.
Rocla is part of the ISG which also includes Technicrete. g
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Corobrik’s Bergendal Satin face bricks were used for the Sol Plaatje
University School of Education, Teaching Practice building

University Building Incorporates
Corobrik’s Face Brick For Impactful Effect

“Corobrik is so proud to, once again, be a part of an
award-winning architectural design that will serve the
community for future generations,” explained Musa
Shangase, Commercial Director at Corobrik. “We also
have a long-standing relationship with government who
prioritise quality products for the creation of structures
such as these, enhancing the experience of users through
superior aesthetics and comfort.”
Shangase said that Corobrik’s clay face brick range is
ideal for the harsh climatic conditions of the Northern
Cape, retaining the original colour and finish despite the
elements: “The natural properties of the brick also allow
for organic temperature regulation for maximum interior
comfort, and noise attenuation for an environment
conducive to studying. Plus, the finished product is truly
captivating – as can be seen in this Teaching Practice
building!”
The URBA Architects & Urban Designers team included
Henri Comrie and Etienne Britz assisted by Xandrin Dirks
and Lara Fisher. Other organisations involved in the
construction of the building were AECOM, Aurecon, Royal
Haskoning DHV, Civilsense Consulting, InSite Landscape
Architects, LimCo QS and Qualicon Construction.
In describing the four-storey building’s design, the
architects’ statement for the SAIA awards reads: “The
building relies on solid (face) brick mass to mitigate
the severe climatic conditions. In this specific building,
which is orientated north-south, heat conditions are
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compounded by extensive east and west-facing facades
that justify the thickening of walls.”
The honest design expression and uncluttered face brick
envelope create a bold form with unfussy detailing and
low-maintenance requirements, one of the attributes of
Corobrik’s face bricks. The architects also made full use
of the Northern Cape’s crisp light to enhance the face
brick aesthetic, stating: “Light penetrates deeper and the
etching of solid against void becomes more pronounced.
Around sunrise and sunset, the moody Bergendal Satin
face brick glows magnificently and with an effect that far
exceeded our expectations.”
Although crafted in a solid mass, the spaces are moulded
to provide natural airflow and light to enter the building,
with the circulation spaces a continuation of the external
circulation. There was also a clever use of space, with
carved seating alcoves and balconies to reduce monofunctional lost space and create an inclusive environment.
Internally, Corobrik’s stock bricks were mostly flush-jointed
and painted white to either provide accents or to allow
deflected natural light to penetrate deeper into the spaces.
Yellow and light blue tones were used as further colour
accents throughout.
Commenting on the decision to use Corobrik’s Bergendal
Satin, Etienne Britz of URBA Architects & Urban Designers
said the building fitted into the campus-wide urban design
framework, developed and rigorously maintained by
Ludwig Hansen.
“The face brick forms part of this framework with the
exception of the all-concrete Library and Student
Resources Centre by Designworkshop, which is a focal
point on the main square. The design of the steel shading
screens on the western side of the Teaching Practice
Building is not standard, however, we designed these
shading screens in a language that suits the robust
aesthetic of this specific building.” g
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Project News

Designed to fit into the wider urban design framework
of Sol Plaatje University in the Northern Cape, the newlycreated School of Education’s Teaching Practice Building
still manages to attract individual attention through its
bold form that diminishes any fussy detail. The building’s
architects, URBA Architects & Urban Designers, used
Corobrik’s Bergendal Satin range for the solid brick design,
earning themselves the SAIA (South African Institute of
Architects) Regional Award for Architecture 2019.

Q&A with Ntombifuthi Ntuli, South Africa Wind
Energy Association (SAWEA) CEO

W

hat challenges is SAWEA currently
facing, and what are the solutions to the
challenges?

Special Focus

Ministerial Determination:
For the industry to grow, policy certainty and leadership
needs to be demonstrated by government to drive the
return of investor confidence, both foreign and domestic.
At this point we urgently await a Ministerial Determination
to be issued in order for new wind farms to be built.
Without this momentum we will fail to supply the required
capacity, as outlined by the 2019 Integrated Resource Plan
(IRP).
Job Creation:
South Africa’s energy transition is poised to unlock
economic growth and deliver thousands of much needed
new jobs, at a time when the country faces staggering
unemployment rates that threaten to continue well into
the new decade. Despite the approved 2019 IRP, which
was gazetted in October last year, the industry continues
to wait for a Ministerial Determination to give the green
light for the next round of wind farms to be built, which
will result in thousands of local jobs being created.
The industry stands ready to delivering wind power to
boost the country’s economy, as outlined in the 2019 IRP
Any comment re latest rollout of load shedding?
At a time when South Africa is once again battling with
power outages, we see these constraints as a clear
symptom of Eskom’s reduced energy availability, and as a
reminder that the country needs to secure new electricity
from renewable sources. With the phased shut down of
ageing coal plants planned over the next few years, this
electricity production will need to be replaced in order to
avoid future load shedding.
The industry has proposed the lifting of Maximum Export
Capacity (MEC) on all operating wind farms, which
governs how much energy is permitted to be exported
by wind farm power generators. Currently wind farms
can only export the pre-agreed maximum capacity into

Ntombifuthi Ntuli

the grid and forced to curtail any additional capacity. If
the restrictions were lifted, government could buy that
additional energy at a tariff it was prepared to pay.
In addition to permitting additional wind power into the
grid, SAWEA suggests that the government allows the
industry to fast-track wind farms that are currently under
construction, meaning that they can provide power that is
being produced to Eskom, before their agreed commercial
operations date. This “early generation” electricity can
be sold to Eskom at a rate approximately 40% cheaper
than the agreed tariff, ensuring that the much-needed
electricity is fed into the grid much earlier than anticipated
and achieve short term savings for the government/
Eskom.
Lastly, the wind industry believes it is time to
open the market for private Power Purchase
Agreements (PPAs). Renewables can provide
energy at a rate 25% lower than Eskom megaflex tariffs to intensive energy users. The wind
industry can supply electricity through signing
private PPAs, which should address a lot of the
short-term capacity challenges and ultimately
avoid load shedding.
Load shedding costs the country over R2
billion each day, posing a huge cost burden to
the economy, commonly known as the cost of
unserved energy. In a recent study, the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
has placed the cost of unserved energy at
R90/kwh. However, the public are not aware
that without the power currently being
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produced by wind farms, this cost would in fact be far
higher.

All facets of the construction industry, including civils,
electrical and mechanical play a significant role in the
wind energy industry. Some of the services required
include road network design and installation, wind
turbine generator foundation design and installation,
underground cabling installation, grid connection design
and construction, turbine erection as well as mechanical
and electrical completion.
Therefore, the growth of the wind energy industry also
means the growth of the construction industry. Hence,
the industry relies on the construction sector to guarantee
available capacity, expertise and skills over the next ten
years, as this will be key if the wind industry is to be able to
deliver new wind projects as set out in the IRP.
On SAWEA

February 2020
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Special Focus

What can the construction industry do to ensure
constant power supply?
SA’s manufacturing and construction industries stand to
directly benefit from the Renewable Energy Independent
Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP),
specifically during the project construction period.

SAWEA activities are focused on:
• Advocacy for the implementation of an ambitious,
consistent South African energy policy that harnesses
the country’s immense wind resource and results in
the streamlined growth of a wind power asset base;
• Facilitation and promotion of excellent practice in
the associated localisation, socio-economic and
economic development and transformational areas
of wind power;
• Endorsement and recognition of excellent
operational practice in the generation of wind power;
• Provision of pertinent information to current and
prospective investors seeking to enter the SA wind
power market;
• Provision of up-to-date, dependable public
information on the socio-economic contributions
of the wind Industry in South Africa – particularly as
these relate to rural development, to women and to
youth;
• Through wind power, promotion of renewable power
in large and small-scale applications in South Africa
as a least cost option and as a direct contribution
to the achievement of national development and
climate change objectives;
• Promotion of wind and renewable power investment
in Africa through partnership and dialogue both
within South Africa and the region. g

Roof Inspection Workshops Come To
Johannesburg and Cape Town In May 2020

T

he Institute for Timber Construction South
Africa, the SAQA accredited Professional Body
safeguarding the local timber construction
industry for over 45 years, will be hosting
CPD-accredited workshops on Understanding Roof
Inspections in Johannesburg and Cape Town from
12 to 14 May 2020.
Anyone interested in enhancing their knowledge and
expertise in timber roof structures will benefit greatly from
this informative workshop, which covers a comprehensive
technical overview of prefabricated timber roof structures
and the inspection thereof. The workshop aims to enable
the individual to execute and apply their knowledge and
skills in the interest of public safety, and to execute their
work in accordance with general norms and regulations.

Training

Workshop agenda
Day 1
08:00

Registration

08:30

Basic roof terminology, including:
• Rafters, tie-beams, webs
• Gables, hips
• Truncated hips, true span
• Overhangs, cantilevers
• Prefabricated/bolted methods

Day 3
08:30

Second site visit (to a different site) to see a
timber roof in distress and the effects of ineffective bracing.

10:00

Tea/coffee

10:20

Discussion of site observations

11:00

Discussion of ethics regarding roof inspection.

11:30

Q&A session

12:30

Finger lunch

13:00

Slide show of non-compliant roofs and the
consequences

13:30

Assessment

16:00

End of Day 3

This workshop has been CPD accredited by the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA) for 3 points. ECSA
Validation No.: ITCSA-INS0817. All candidates will receive
the ITC-SA manuals for roof inspections.
Note: On conclusion of workshop, candidates will receive a
certificate of attendance.

10:00

Tea/coffee

10:20

Basics of timber design, including loading
and information on relevant codes. Permissible stress and limit state loading explained.
Tributary loading.

12:30

Finger lunch

Cost: R5 800 excl. VAT
Dates: 12-14 May 2020
Time: 8am – 4pm daily
JHB venue: SAFCA Building, 6 Hulley Road, Isando, 1600
CT venue: 32 Stepping Stone Street, Eversdal, Cape Town
Limited to: 10 candidates per workshop
Registration form: http://bit.ly/39cj0TT

13:30

Bracing in roofs in general: Difference in
lightly versus heavily loaded roofs. (Experience from the field through slides and images.)

NB: Please ensure that you wear safety shoes for the site
visits and that own transport is arranged for each day as
well as to sites.

15:00

What is the ITC-SA? Role players and their
different responsibilities in the timber structures roofing industry.

16:00

End of Day 1

Day 2

Included:
 ITC-SA Bracing Manual Volume 1
 ITC-SA Bracing Manual Volume 2
 Note Pad & Pen
 Hard Hat & Reflector Vest

08:30

Rafter bracing: Why different systems of
bracing are necessary, study of standard
bracing details.

10:00

Tea/coffee

About the Institute for Timber Construction (ITC-SA)

10:20

Tie-beam and web bracing: Standard
bracing details. (Case studies of failures with
images.)

12:30

Lunch

13:30

Handling, transportation and storage of
timber structures.

As a professional body, the ITC-SA’s vision is to create and
maintain the highest standards in the engineered timber
construction industry by monitoring its membership, continuously improving standards, promoting and marketing
engineered timber structures, and overseeing the training
and development of its members.

14:00

Discussion of paperwork required. Discuss
who is responsible for paperwork.

14:45

Site visit to a timber roof under construction.
(On-site guidance and discussion.)

16:00

End of Day 2
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To register, please email the completed registration form
along with proof of payment to amanda@itc-sa.org.

The ITC-SA is a South African Qualifications Authority
(SAQA) accredited professional body with a professional
membership and therefore must comply with the requirements as set out in the National Qualifications Framework
Act (NQF Act 67 of 2008 – as amended). The ITC-SA is also
a Category B Recognised Voluntary Association in terms of
the Engineering Profession Act, 2000 (Act 46 of 2000). g
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Extracts From “Is Your
Building Safe From Fire?”
Reprinted with permission by www.instrumentation.co.za

F

ire safety in high-occupancy buildings is critical. Large numbers of
people produce greater activity within these environments, which
can lead to things going wrong. In particular, fire can escalate
quickly into a catastrophe. This eventuality needs to be confronted
in the design and protection of buildings and their occupants.
Smoke inhalation too can be fatal. Smoke visually obscures escape routes that
can prevent fast and safe evacuation. It also inhibits the performance of fire
rescue responders. These are just some of the dangers surrounding fire within
high-occupancy buildings that place hard emphasis on early detection of fires
and alerting occupants to the threat.
Fire sensing methods
The traditional method of sensing fire is to detect smoke by means of light
obscuration within a sensing chamber. This is known as optical smoke sensing.
However, there are challenges to sensing fires within rooms in high occupancy
buildings using such methods. This is because of the human activity that occurs
within these areas. Often bedroom applications result in unwanted fire alarms
with many people believing that the smoke detector is too sensitive.

Fire protection

This is not the case. Spraying of aerosols such as deodorants, hair sprays or air
fresheners mimic the obscuration caused by smoke. Similarly steam from showers can also do this. The key is to separate these unwanted phenomena from a
genuine fire, while providing an early and stable alarm signal.
Detectors that can discriminate between aerosols, steam and genuine smoke by
utilising multi-sensor technology are governed by an algorithm that makes the
fire alarm decision. These detectors must have all three fire phenomena present
– smoke, a rise in temperature and a rise in carbon monoxide.
Testing shows that even with hot steam or aerosols, the problem of unwanted
alarms is solved. For example, in one such test steam was allowed to fill a Perspex test chamber with three detectors present: an optical detector, an optical/
heat detector and an optical/heat/CO detector. The steam filled the test chamber and after approximately 35 seconds the optical detector produced a fire
alarm. The test was allowed to run for a period of five minutes and the other two
detectors ignored the steam and did not produce any fire alarms.
In a following test, steam was used to fill the Perspex chamber and after approximately 40 seconds the optical detector produced a fire alarm. Then after
one minute, a small smouldering piece of towel is placed within a test chamber
with the steam still present to simulate a small fabric fire that is common in a
bedroom. After another minute, the optical/heat/CO detector produced a fire
alarm because it sensed a genuine fire was present.
This is because it sensed the obscuration of light, a rise in temperature and a
relatively high amount of carbon monoxide and the algorithm monitoring the
sensor was able to make an accurate decision that a genuine fire was present.
The optical/heat detector produced a fire alarm one minute afterwards.
Correct selection of detectors is vital
These tests show that the selection of fire alarm detectors in buildings is vital to
prevent unnecessary evacuations from erroneous fire alarms. The disruption to
occupants as well as the fire brigade is severe. Such unwanted alarms can lead
to apathy, which then further increases the risk.
In conclusion, detectors avoid this scenario as only genuine fires are sensed, and
sensed early. g
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the Den Braven
difference!
Ask us about
the full
FireProtect®
range

Tested EN 1366-4
Fire retardant
up to 4 hours

Do it right the first time
Contact us in JHB: 011 792 3830, CT: 021 552 9674,
DBN: 031 579 2375 or sales@ denbraven.co.za
www.denbraven.co.za
Den Braven
Sealants
South Africa
Please contact us for further product,
technical information and technical assistance
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master builders
south africa

Corporate members
Boland
Daniël Uys – Executive Director
Tel: 021 863 3330
E-mail: info@mbaboland.org.za

people

Derek Halstead-Cleak
Appointed Kwikspace CEO

East Cape
Greg Steele – Executive Director
Tel: 041 365 1835
E-mail: ecmba@global.co.za

Free State
Francois du Plessis – Executive Director
Tel: 057 352 6269
E-mail: admin@mbafs.co.za

MBA North
Mohau Mphomela – Executive Director
Tel: 011 805 6611
E-mail: info@mbanorth.co.za

People

KwaZulu-Natal
Vikashnee Harbhajan – Executive Director
Tel: 031 266 7070
E-mail: info@masterbuilders.co.za

Greater Boland
Duane Phillips – Executive Director
Tel: 023 342 6964
E-mail: mbagb@telkomsa.net

Northern Cape
Christa du Plooy – Secretary
Tel: 053 832 1762
E-mail: nc_mba@xsinet.co.za

Western Cape
Allen Bodill – Executive Director
Tel: 021 685 2625
E-mail: info@mbawc.org.za

affiliate members
Association of Architectural Aluminium
Manufacturers of SA
Johan J Heyneke – Director
Tel: 011 805 5002
E-mail: aaamsa@iafrica.com
SA Reinforced Concrete Engineers’
Association
Jeff Thomas – Director
Tel: 011 455 6321
E-mail: sarcea@iafrica.com
SA Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Contractors’ Association
Barney Richardson – Director
Tel: 011 622 3890
E-mail: barney@saracca.co.za
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Derek Halstead-Cleak

Derek Halstead-Cleak has been appointed CEO
of Kwikspace, Africa’s largest manufacturer of
prefabricated buildings, effective January 2020.
Halstead-Cleak previously served as Non-Executive
Director on the Kwikspace Board from November
2018, and as Chairman of the Board from June 2019.
He has held various senior level positions throughout
his working career, providing both operational and
strategic leadership to management teams across
a wide range of industries, from manufacturing to
chemicals and minerals industries.
About Kwikspace
Kwikspace is one of Africa’s largest manufacturers
of prefabricated, modular buildings, with an
established footprint in 27 African countries across the
construction, mining, oil & gas, education, healthcare
and community service sectors. Established in 1972,
the company employs almost 300 people, with a 500
000 m² manufacturing facility in Kliprivier, Gauteng.
Kwikspace maintains the largest modular building
rental fleet in South Africa.
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Construction Industry Events 2020
KZN Construction Expo - 04-05 March 2020
- Durban Exhibition Centre

Master Builders Eastern Cape Health &
Safety Conference Mar 12 March 2020
- Dolphins Leap, Rip Tide Room, Port
Elizabeth
Master Builders Eastern Cape Golf Day – 19
March 2020, Port Elizabeth

Western Cape Property Development
Forum Annual Conference – 21-22 May
2020 – Cape Town International Convention
Centre

Master Builders Eastern Cape Cocktail
Event - 26 May 2020 - East London
Master Builders Eastern Cape Cocktail Event
– 02 June - Southern Cape

Interbuild Africa - 29 Jul-01 August 2020 –
Nasrec Expo Centre Johannesburg

Master Builders Eastern Cape Annual
Dinner – 06 August 2020 – East London

Master Builders South Africa Congress 2020
– 11 September, Zimbali, Durban

Charter Cities Conference - 17-18 March
2020 - Hilton Hotel, Sandton

African Smart Cities Summit - 09 June
2020 - Gallagher Convention Centre,
Johannesburg

Business Development for the Steel
Industry - 19 March 2020 - SAISC Ofﬁces
African Construction and Totally Concrete
Expo - 09-11 June 2020 - Gallagher
Convention Centre, Johannesburg

Student Accommodation Development
Summit - 25 March 2020 - Hilton Hotel,
Sandton

Master Builders Eastern Cape Annual
Dinner – 11 June 2020 – Komani
Master Builders Eastern Cape Cocktail Event
– 23 June 2020 - Port Elizabeth

Master Builders Eastern Cape Golf Day
– 2 April 2020 – East London
Master Builders Eastern Cape Golf Day - 23
April 2020 - Southern Cape
Sustainability Week - 23-25 June 2020 - CSIR
International Convention Centre, Pretoria

Coatings for Africa 2020 - 06-08 May 2020 Sandton Convention Centre

Master Builders South Africa
Congress 2020 – September –
Venue TBA

Master Builders Eastern Cape Annual
Dinner – 17 September 2020 – Port
Elizabeth

AfriBuild - 13-15 October 2020 – Nasrec
Expo Centre Johannesburg

Master Builders Eastern Cape Annual
Dinner – 22 October 2020 – Southern Cape
NIGERIA BUILD Expo - 25-27 June 2020 Landmark Centre, Lagos, Nigeria

The QACCS Golf Club (Quantity Surveyors,
Architects, Consultants, Contractors
& Suppliers) Nationals – 14-15 May –
Humewood & Wedgewood Golf Club, Port
Elizabeth
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Master Builders Eastern Cape Annual
Dinner – 09 July 2020 – Grahamstown

Bauma Conexpo Africa - 13-16
October 2021 - Nasrec Expo Centre
Johannesburg
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Events 2020

Cape Construction Expo - 09-10 September
2020 - Sun Exhibits, GrandWest, Cape Town

